Our Mission Statement

To make the purchase of your
 Casmark Home® 
a simple and pleasant experience.

If you are looking on our website, then you have already taken 
the first step towards home ownership in Turkey.  
Congratulations, you’ve chosen wisely.  

There are lots of reasons for choosing to buy in Turkey, such
as the lovely weather, the stunning scenery, the turquoise
Aegean Sea, the wealth of historic and archaeological sites and the
lively bars and restaurants. In my opinion, what brings people 
back time and time again is the friendliness and warm hospitality 
of the Turkish people.  

The Turkish Government is now investing in the tourist areas on 
a large scale and we've seen vast improvements in the networks
that supports the tourist industry. The number of flights into 
Bodrum airport has almost doubled in the last couple of years 
and there are plans to extend the length of the season again, so
it won't be long before there are direct flights all year round. Izmir
Airport is only 2 hours away and flights from London arrive there
all year round.

Another good reason for choosing Turkey is price. You can get
so much more for your money The average property price in
the area 3 years ago was £8,000. Although this has now risen
to approx £45,000, there are still bargains to be had. With prices 
continuing to rise now is the time to buy.

Spain has now become very expensive and there have been
horror stories about people losing their homes.  Places like
Bulgaria doesn’t yet have the necessary infrastructure in place Turkey and, in particular, the Bodrum area is just perfect.

Our Turkish, English and Irish staff are here to help you
every step of the way.

Our service is tailor made to suit your individual needs and
can include:  arranging an inspection trip, collecting you from
the airport and checking you into your Hotel.  

We will meet to discuss your property profile and help you put
together a short list of our properties to be viewed. We will also
discuss any financial assistance you may need.  When taking
you to view your selection, we will make sure you have plenty
of time to check that the location is right for your needs and give
you the benefit of our local knowledge.

Once you have chosen your perfect home, we will discuss the
whole procedure with you and give a full breakdown of all
associated costs. If required, we will obtain an Agreement in
Principle for you on your U.K. finance.  

The next step is to introduce you to your Solicitor to discuss
the terms of the contract .We would also advise you to open a
Turkish bank account, which we will help you with.  

When you are happy with everything, contracts will be 
exchanged and you will pay the deposit.  Now you
can celebrate - you've done the hard part.

We will take you back to the airport and our administrators
will take care of the rest.  

If your contract includes staged payments, you will be contacted
14 days before each payment is due so you can arrange the
transfer of funds. If we are arranging your remortgage, you will
be contacted by one of our U.K. Mortgage Consultants to 
complete the Mortgage process. We will apply for your Aegean
Army clearance and ensure everything is in place for completion.




Shopping for furniture and household items in a foreign country
can be mind boggling. Our personal shopper will take you on
your shopping spree and guide you through the shops and 
markets, making sure you get good value for your money.  
Delivery can usually be arranged within 24 hours. This can all
usually be done to coincide with completion.

Our service doesn't stop when you receive your Deeds and keys.
We will continue to help and advise you wherever necessary.
You may need help with Insurance, buying a car, applying for a
Residence Permit or you may need our Lettings Service. We
can arrange a cleaner before you or your guests arrive, airport
transfers, inventory checks, regular security and maintenance
checks throughout the Winter, gardening and much more.

We will discuss your individual needs with you and put together
a suitable package. All fees involved will be discussed and
agreed with you in advance.

We look forward to welcoming you as a customer, and a friend.

